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Abstract
Pure alexia is a frequent and incapacitating consequence of left occipitotemporal lesions. It is thought to result from the disruption or the disconnection of the Visual Word Form Area (VWFA), a region reproducibly located within the left occipito-temporal sulcus, and encoding the abstract identity of strings of visual letters. Alexic patients often retain effective single letter recognition abilities, and develop an effortful letter-by-letter reading strategy which is the basis of most rehabilitation techniques. We study a patient who developed letter-by-letter reading following the surgical removal of left occipito-temporal regions. Using anatomical and functional MRI in the patient and in normal controls, we show that alexia resulted from the deafferentation of left fusiform cortex, and we analyze the network of brain regions subtending letter-by-letter reading. We propose that during letter-by-letter reading (1) letters are identified in the intact right-hemispheric visual system, with a central role for the region symmetrical to the VWFA; (2) letters are serially transferred to the left hemisphere through the intact segment of the corpus callosum; (3) word identity is eventually recovered in the left hemisphere through verbal working memory processes involving inferior frontal and supramarginal cortex.
Introduction

Pure alexia is a frequent and incapacitating consequence of left occipitotemporal lesions (Binder and Mohr, 1992; Damasio and Damasio, 1983). Affected patients suddenly lose expert reading abilities that they have acquired through years of academic training. At the same time, speech comprehension and production, as well as word spelling, are preserved. The essence of this lost perceptual skill is (1) letter identification invariant for position, size, font, and case; and (2) the fast and parallel identification of arrays of several letters (Dehaene et al., 2001; McCandliss et al., 2003). It is not before the age of 10 that children show the adult reading pattern (Aghababian and Nazir, 2000), i.e. short word reading latencies that are independent of word length, at least within a range of about 3-7 letters and in optimal display conditions (Lavidor et al., 2001; Weekes, 1997). In severe cases, known as global alexia, patients cannot access abstract letter identity (Miozzo and Caramazza, 1998), and are unable to name even single letters (Dejerine, 1892). More often, alexic patients keep effective letter recognition abilities and develop an effortful letter-by-letter reading strategy, which is the basis of most rehabilitation techniques (Greenwald and Gonzalez Rothi, 1998). Eventually, this procedure may become quite effective, although it remains easily detectable in the excessive effect of word length on reading latencies (Behrmann et al., 1990).

A variety of questions and hypotheses have been put forward concerning letter-by-letter reading (for selected references see Montant and Behrmann, 2000). Does it reflect the partial preservation of normal premorbid processes (Behrmann et al., 1998), or is it based on novel strategies (Speedie et al., 1982)? Is it based on residual left-hemispheric (LH) or on compensatory right-hemispheric (RH) mechanisms (Coslett and Saffran, 1998)? Does reveal a general impairment in processing simultaneous visual objects (Farah and Wallace, 1991) or complex displays (Montant and Behrmann, 2000), or is it specific to reading? Such issues may be clarified by referring to a simple model of the visual stages of reading (McCandliss et al., 2003). Letters displayed in one hemifield are first analyzed through a cascade of contralateral retinotopic areas, which compute increasingly abstract representations. Eventually, a representation of letter identities is created in the Visual Word Form Area (VWFA), reproducibly located within the left occipito-temporal sulcus, at about TC –42 –63 –15 (Cohen et al., 2003). This representation is invariant for parameters such as size, position, case, font. The transfer of visual information from lower-order retinotopic cortices to the VWFA takes place within the left hemisphere for stimuli displayed in the right visual field.
(RVF). For left visual field (LVF) stimuli, information is conveyed through interhemispheric fiber tracts that course in the splenium of the corpus callosum and over the posterior horns of the lateral ventricles (Binder and Mohr, 1992; Molko et al., 2002). The VWFA then projects to structures involved in phonological or lexico-semantic processing.

In this framework, pure alexia is thought to result either from the disruption of the VWFA itself, or from impaired projections to or from this system. We recently showed that the critical lesion for pure alexia overlaps accurately with the VWFA, as identified by its activation during normal reading (Cohen et al., 2003). In this study, functional imaging data were obtained in a patient with typical letter-by-letter reading (patient F.). We observed that the intact right-hemispheric cortex symmetrical to the VWFA, which we labeled the R-VWFA, showed a pattern of activation normally specific to the VWFA itself, i.e. stronger activation for alphabetic strings than for chequeboards. Moreover, there were abnormally strong activations in a left frontoparietal network related to verbal working memory. This pattern supported the idea that in letter-by-letter reading, (1) alphabetic symbols are identified in the R-VWFA, (2) they are serially transferred to the left hemisphere, and (3) word identity is recovered by the left hemisphere through an effortful verbal working memory process. Note that this construal is in line with a classical account of letter-by-letter reading (e.g. Binder and Mohr, 1992; Speedie et al., 1982).

Patient F.’s lesion spared the dorsal bank of the calcarine sulcus, and accordingly the lower right visual quadrant was intact. As we found some residual activations at coordinates close to those of the VWFA, it could not be excluded that a partially spared left-hemispheric pathway leading from V1 to the VWFA could contribute, or even be essential, to letter-by-letter reading. Here we study a young patient (C.Z.) who presented letter-by-letter reading following the surgical resection of left occipitotemporal structures, sparing the VWFA but including the entire primary visual cortex and all fiber tracts leading to the VWFA from both the right and the left visual fields.

Our aims were to assess the account of letter-by-letter reading summarized before, and to fully document a case of pure alexia due to deafferentation of an intact VWFA. Finally, the complete surgical removal of left posterior regions, as opposed to patchy lesions following infarcts, may help to delimit the role of residual left hemispheric structures in letter-by-letter reading.
Medical history and lesion description
Patient C.Z. was a 19-year-old student, 100% right-handed according to the Edinburgh inventory (Oldfield, 1971). She was operated twice for the complete resection of a left occipital neuroectodermal tumor, revealed by intracranial hypertension and right hemianopia. Surgery was followed by radiotherapy and chemotherapy. The present study was carried out between 6 and 12 months after the surgery. There was no indication of relapse on close clinical and radiological follow-up. Following the intervention, the patient complained of being unable to read, while she could write normally. Her family also reported substantial memory difficulties.

The anatomical MRI showed that the left occipital lobe had been removed, including the entire striate cortex and the left half of the splenium of the corpus callosum (Figure 1). The most anterior part of the lateral occipital cortex was spared. The excision extended to the ventral and mesial temporal lobe, as well as to the underlying white matter, reaching TC y=-40 anteriorily. In the temporal lobe, the lesion affected the hippocampal and parahippocampal gyri, and stopped at the mesial edge of the fusiform gyrus.

Behavioural assessment

General data
Goldmann perimetry showed complete right hemianopia without sparing of the macula. There was a marked memory impairment, in the verbal more than in the visual domain: with the Wechsler Memory Scale Revised, she scored 9/50 (-2.4 σ) and 0/50 on the immediate and delayed verbal memory tests; and 36/41 (+0.5 σ) and 23/41 (-1 σ) on the immediate and delayed visual memory tests. Tests for color naming and object-color matching, as well as Benton’s face matching test were performed flawlessly. Oral language production, comprehension, and repetition were normal. There were minimal word-finding difficulties (91/100 correct on the DENO 100 picture-naming test). C.Z. was asked to write to dictation a list of 36 frequent words (3-9 letters and 1-4 syllables in length), and to identify another set of 36 similar words orally spelled-out by the examiner. She was flawless in the dictation test. She made 2/36 errors in the word identification test, proposing responses close to the target (e.g. MUSIQUE → Munich).
**Reading**

The patient was asked to read aloud a short story of about 15 lines. She made essentially no errors (pâte → pâté), but it took her more than 11 minutes to complete this task, while normal subjects need on average 35 seconds (Cohen et al., 2003).

Six months after surgery, C.Z. was presented with 79 lower-case familiar nouns, 3-9 letters and 1-4 syllables in length. Stimuli were presented centrally on a computer screen, subtending a maximum angle of 4° on each side of fixation, using the Courier New font. Stimuli remained visible until a response was produced. Latencies were measured using a voice key. C.Z. was asked to read each word aloud as rapidly as she could, while minimizing errors. She made no errors, but her mean reading time was 8196 ms (excluding 2 outliers beyond 20 seconds), and was strongly correlated with word length (Figure 2), with a slope of 1181 ms per letter ($r(5\,\text{df})=0.94;\, P<0.002$). Five months later, at about the time of the imaging experiment, her speed had improved, as reading the short text took her 7 minutes, while the slope of the word length effect had diminished to 431 ms per letter.

All upper- and lower-case letters were presented randomly using the same technique. C.Z. made no error out of 52 trials, but was significantly slowed down (mean reading time = 1964 ms, excluding one outlier at 12 seconds). In order to assess her mental imagery for letters, the patient was orally presented with the name of all letters, and was asked to decide whether the upper-case letter included a curve or not. She made no error. In a similar task, she was asked to decide whether lower-case letters included a descender (j, g, p, q, y). She made 4/26 errors, all corresponding to an initial misunderstanding of instructions.

In order to assess the access to abstract letter identity, two further tests were proposed to C.Z., using only letters with widely different upper-case and lower-case shapes. First, she was presented with 10 upper-case and 10 lower-case letters and was asked to write down each letter in the opposite case. She made a single error (q → G). Second, the patient was presented with 80 pairs of letters horizontally displayed on a computer screen. The two letters in a pair were printed in different cases, and C.Z. had to decide whether the two letters corresponded to the same grapheme (e.g. a A) or not (e.g. a B), and to respond using one of two keys. C.Z. made 2/80 errors. In order to make it more sensitive to subtle impairments of letter processing, this task was run again, with stimuli displayed for only 200 ms and followed by a masking pattern (####). The patient made 24/80 errors. However, as this high error rate...
could be due to hemianopia, the test was run once again, with the two letters displayed one above the other. C.Z. still made 12/80 errors, with a bias for responding “different”.

Finally, the patient was submitted to lexical decision tasks. She was first asked to discriminate words vs strings of consonants. She was presented with 3 lists of 30 items each. Each list comprised 15 frequent words (Log_{10} frequency per million > 2), 4-6 letters long, and 15 consonant strings matched in length to the words. Stimuli were displayed for 200 ms and followed by a masking pattern (#####). C.Z. had to decide whether stimuli were real words or not, and to respond using one of two keys. The patient judged the task to be easy, explaining that she could instantly pick out large consonant clusters, and she performed way above chance (17/90 errors; 19%; P<0.0001). She had a mean RT of 947 ms, and latencies did not increase with word length, suggesting that, in this task, the patient did not resort to letter-by-letter reading (Figure 2). To further clarify whether the patient could indeed detect clusters of consonants beyond the reach of letter by letter reading, two lists of six-letter stimuli were created, for which the decision could be based only on the last 3 letters. The first list, which was run 3 times, included 12 words with 3 initial consonants, and 12 matched consonant strings with the same first 3 letters (e.g. SPHERE vs SPHCRQ). The second list, which was run twice, included 25 frequent words, and 25 matched non-words, with the same first 3 letters but 3 final consonants (e.g. BONDIR vs BONDFL). Rare letters such as K, X, Z were excluded. The patient responded better than chance with both lists (21/72 errors; 29%; P<0.025; and 35/100 errors; 35%; P<0.05, respectively), confirming that she could pick out consonant clusters better than expected on the basis of left-to-right letter-by-letter reading.

In summary, the patient showed typical pure alexia, with a sparing of oral language and of spelling abilities. She resorted to letter-by-letter word reading, with a slope of reading latencies that was initially over one second per letter. The identification of single letters was accurate, but abnormally slow, with errors in a cross-case matching task under short display conditions. Finally, C.Z. could apparently spot consonant strings with relatively good accuracy and speed. She was indeed faster at detecting consonant strings than at reading the shortest words, or even single letters.

**Brain imaging**

The patient was submitted to the same imaging procedure and compared to the same group of 9 normal controls as described in Cohen et al. (2003).
**Procedure**

The patient was presented with four types of stimuli: a fixation point, real words, consonant strings, and chequerboards covering approximately the same field as letter strings. The 128 words were a subset of the list used for the behavioural assessment, including 38 3-4 letter words, 60 5-7 letter words, 30 8-9 letter words. Consonant strings were matched one-to-one to real words in number of letters. The frequency distribution of consonants was the same in consonant strings as in words. Stimuli were presented centrally for 1700 ms, followed by a 800 ms fixation point. The patient was instructed to pay attention equally to all types stimuli and to read real words covertly.

The patient received four fMRI sequences, each comprising 16 experimental blocks, i.e. 4 blocks of each condition. Each block comprised 8 trials. Blocks were presented in pseudo-random order within sequences, so as to maximize the variety of transitions between conditions while avoiding any repetition of the same condition in successive blocks. Trials were presented in random order within blocks. The order of blocks within sequences and the order of trials within blocks differed across the four sequences.

**Imaging parameters**

Each sequence consisted of 10 s of initial fixation, followed by 16 stimulation blocks of 20 s each, as described before. In each sequence, 132 functional volumes sensitive to blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) contrast were acquired with a T2-weighted gradient echo, echo planar imaging sequence on a 1.5 tesla Signa Imager (TR (relaxation time) = 2500 ms, $\alpha$ (flip angle) = 90°, TE (echo time) = 60 ms, field of view = 240 x 240 mm, in plane resolution = 3.75 x 3.75 mm$^2$). Each volume comprised 17 axial slices of 5 mm thickness covering most of the brain. The first four volumes were discarded to reach signal equilibrium. High-resolution T1-weighted images (3D fast gradient-echo inversion recovery sequence, TI (inversion time) = 400 ms, TR = 11 ms, TE = 2 ms, $\alpha$ = 20°, field of view = 240 x 240 mm, slice thickness = 1.5 mm, in-plane resolution = 0.94 x 0.94 mm$^2$) were also acquired for anatomical localization, as well as T2-weighted fast spin echo and FLAIR axial slices.

**Analysis of MRI data**

Functional images were analysed with the Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM99). To correct for motion, functional scans were realigned using the first image as a reference. As functional images were locally distorted by metallic surgical material, functional images were transformed to TC (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) using the standard EPI template, applying
nonlinear normalization parameters while masking the lesion and the magnetic artifact (Brett et al., 2001). Functional images were then smoothed with a Gaussian spatial filter (5 mm FWHM). The resulting images had cubic voxels of 3 x 3 x 3 mm³. The anatomical image was linearly transformed to TC using the standard T1 template.

Activation on each of the 4 types of trials was modeled by a combination of the standard SPM haemodynamic function and its temporal derivative. Only the former function was used for statistical contrasts. Four additional variables of non-interest modelled constant differences across the four sequences. Long-term signal variations were eliminated with a high-pass filter set at 240 seconds. Low-pass filtering was achieved by convolution with the haemodynamic response function. In individual analyses, we used an uncorrected voxelwise threshold of P<0.001, a clusterwise threshold of P<0.05 corrected, and all peak voxels mentioned in the descriptions of activation networks had a statistical significance of P<10⁻⁵, unless stated otherwise.

Results
We will first delineate the overall network of activated areas, then concentrate on regions involved in processing alphabetic stimuli, and eventually focus on letter-by-letter reading by contrasting words vs consonant strings. We put an emphasis on occipito-temporal regions, and particularly on the distribution of activations across the lesioned left-hemispheric and the intact right-hemispheric cortices. Whenever relevant, individual analyses of the patient’s data are supplemented with comparisons to the group of normal controls.

Overall reading network

Alphabetic stimuli vs fixation
In order to identify the overall reading network, we contrasted alphabetic stimuli (i.e. words and consonant strings) vs fixation (Figure 3). Ventral occipito-temporal activations will be reported last.

There were bilateral activations in the horizontal (left: TC –30 –57 51; Z>15; right: TC 27 –48 54; Z>15) and posterior (left: TC –21 –66 30; Z>15; right: TC 33 –63 21; Z>15) segments of the intraparietal sulcus; in the SMA/cingulate (TC –3 9 57; Z>15); in the dorsolateral (left: TC –27 42 15; Z=6.68; right: TC 21 69 24; Z=6.87 and TC 30 45 30; Z=7.55) and orbital (left: TC -33 45 –24; Z>10; right: TC 12 63 –15; Z=7.30) prefrontal cortex; in the precentral cortex (left: TC -48 0 30; Z>15; right: 51 21 33; Z>10); in Broca’s area and its right-sided
counterpart (left: TC –42 27 0; Z>9; right: TC 48 24 –9; Z=6.59). Although bilateral, most of those activations showed left-hemispheric predominance. Additionally there were left-sided activations in the supramarginal gyrus (SMG) (TC –57 –33 33; Z=7.84) and the thalamus (TC –12 –18 6; Z>8).

In the LH, there was a residual stripe of activation in the ventral occipito-temporal cortex just lateral to the lesion. This activation followed the fusiform gyrus in its posterior (TC –36 –84 –12; Z=4.60; TC -33 –75 –18; Z>10) and middle segment (TC –33 –57 –15; Z=6.07), and extended anteriorily to TC Y=-39. Note that the peak at TC –33 –57 –15 was close to the normal coordinates of the VWFA.

The symmetrical activations in the RH were more extensive, and the intensity of activations as measured by the percent change of BOLD signal was about three times higher than in the left-hemispheric ventral temporal cortex (Figure 3). Within the right parieto-occipito-temporal cluster, ventral activations started from the occipital pole (TC 24 –96 –18; Z>20), and followed the fusiform gyrus in its posterior (TC 42 –87 –21; Z>15) and middle segment (TC 51 -69 –21; Z>9), again extending to TC Y=-39. This stripe included the region symmetrical to the VWFA. Slightly more dorsally there were activation foci in the mesial (TC 21-81 0; Z>9) and lateral (TC 39 –81 –6; Z>15) posterior occipital cortex.

**Alphabetic stimuli vs chequerboards**
In order to identify within this network which regions were more specifically involved in processing alphabetic stimuli, we compared alphabetic stimuli vs chequerboards, while masking by words vs chequerboards and consonants vs chequerboards (P<0.01 each). This analysis revealed a large network almost encompassing the entire network identified relative to fixation.

In the left occipito-temporal region, there was again a stripe of activation following the fusiform gyrus from its posterior segment (TC -36 –84 –21; Z=5.63; TC -33 –75 –18; Z=7.73) to TC Y=-57. In the RH, activations did not start from the occipital pole, but from the posterior segment of the fusiform gyrus (TC 45 –87 –21; Z>15), extended to its middle portion (TC 54 –69 –21; Z=6.45) including the region symmetrical to the VWFA (TC 39 –51 –27; Z=6.65), and anteriorily to TC Y=-45. Note that the occipital pole did not appear in this contrast because it was equally activated by chequerboards (TC 24 –93 –18 ; Z>15) and alphabetic stimuli relative to fixation (Figure 3).
Occipito-temporal activations in the patient and in controls

Thus two anomalies were observed in the patient’s occipito-temporal activations. First, in normals, contrasting alphabetic stimuli vs fixation elicits roughly symmetrical ventral occipito-temporal activations. In the patient, activations were 3 times stronger in the right than in the left hemisphere, in the cortex just lateral to the lesion. Second, in normals, contrasting alphabetic stimuli vs chequerboards showed exclusively left-sided occipito-temporal activations. In the patient however, such activations predominated in the right hemisphere.

In order to assess the abnormality of this pattern, we compared the contrast of alphabetic stimuli vs chequerboards in the patient relative to the group of controls (voxelwise $P<0.02$; $P<0.05$ for cluster extent corrected within the patient’s overall reading network). This showed right-hemispheric activation in the occipital cortex (TC 33 −63 15; $Z=5.18$), the posterior fusiform gyrus (TC 45 −78 −12; $Z=4.83$), and extending in the parahippocampal region (TC 27 −48 −6; $Z=3.08$). There was also a small cluster in the region symmetrical to the VWFA (TC 42 −54 −27; $Z=2.73$) below the extent threshold. There was no activation in the corresponding left-hemispheric regions. This confirms that the patient’s right occipito-temporal cortex symmetrical to the VWFA was strongly and abnormally involved in the processing of alphabetic stimuli, as opposed to simple geometrical patterns.

Letter-by-letter reading: Words vs consonant strings

Beyond an increased reliance on right temporal cortex for alphabetic processing, letter-by-letter reading should require a more extensive network of areas in order to progressively figure out word identity. A critical contrast to delimit this network is the difference between real words and consonant string (Figure 4). Indeed, the patient could spot rapidly and accurately consonant strings, and she therefore engaged fully in letter-by-letter reading with real words only. Note that according to her own report, the patient was not always sure of having correctly identified target words, a limitation which could be expected considering the relatively rapid rate of stimulation. However, she always attempted to identify words through letter-by-letter reading. The activation patterns reported now confirmed that words and consonant strings were actually processed differently.

The subtraction of words minus consonant strings showed left hemispheric activations in the left precentral cortex (TC −60 9 33; $Z=6.53$), Broca’s area (TC −42 27 0; $Z=6.04$), and the SMG (TC −66 −27 42; $Z=5.27$; clusterwise $P<0.1$ corrected). There were bilateral activations in the SMA (left: TC −9 21 54; $Z=4.81$; right: TC 3 30 51; $Z=3.98$; clusterwise $P<0.06$
corrected). In the RH, there were activations in the dorsolateral (TC 45 24 21; Z=4.33) and mesial (TC 9 45 21; Z=4.46; clusterwise P<0.06 corrected) prefrontal cortex; in the inferior frontal gyrus (TC 30 27 –12; Z=5.74); and in the mesial occipital cortex (TC 18 –84 9; Z=5.06; and TC 30 –63 3; Z=4.42).

In order to assess statistically the deviation of this pattern from the norm, we compared the contrast of words vs consonants in the patient relative to the group of controls (voxelwise P<0.02; P<0.05 for cluster extent corrected within the patient’s overall reading network). This procedure showed a network essentially identical to the previous analysis (Figure 4): left precentral (TC –57 9 30; Z=3.51; and TC -39 –3 30; Z=3.34), Broca’s area (TC –33 21 –9; Z=3.80), right inferior frontal (TC 33 30 –9; Z=3.75), and right occipital activations (TC 18 –78 6; Z=4.40;and TC 30 –60 0; Z=3.85) (all Ps<0.001). Activations in the left SMG (TC –66 –24 39; Z=3.51; P<0.001), bilateral mesial frontal cortex, and right dorsolateral prefrontal were also present but too small to reach clusterwise significance.

**Discussion**

*Pure alexia due to a disconnected VWFA?*

We proposed that the VWFA, as identified in a number of functional studies using PET or fMRI (Beauregard et al., 1997; Brunswick et al., 1999; Cohen et al., 2000; Cohen et al., 2002; Dehaene et al., 2002; Dehaene et al., 2001; Fiez et al., 1999; Paulesu et al., 2000; Wagner et al., 1998), MEG or intracerebral recordings (Allison et al., 1994; Allison et al., 1999; Cohen et al., 2000; Nobre et al., 1994; Salmelin et al., 1996; Simos et al., 2002; Tarkiainen et al., 1999) plays a key role in reaching an abstract visual representation of letter strings, independent from position, font, or case, on the basis of fast and parallel letter identification. In this framework, a selective disruption of the VWFA should result in an isolated reading deficit, in the absence of other language impairments, i.e. pure alexia. The current evidence from anatomo-clinical correlations is compatible with this hypothesis, as it points to the mid-portion of the left fusiform gyrus as the critical lesion site for pure alexia (Beversdorf et al., 1997; Binder and Mohr, 1992; Cohen et al., 2003; Damasio and Damasio, 1983).

However, a close analysis of patient C.Z.’s lesion suggests that it actually spared the fusiform cortex and the VWFA (Figure 1). In Talairach normalized space, the peak activation of the VWFA in control subjects falls at about TC –42 –63 –15 (Cohen et al., 2003). At this anteroposterior level (y=-63), patient C.Z.’s lesion extended laterally only to x=–28, that is
more mesial than the VWFA of any normal subject (Figure 5). This point is confirmed by considering anatomical landmarks rather than normalized coordinates. In individual analyses, the VWFA consistently falls in the depth of the occipito-temporal sulcus, lateral to the fusiform gyrus (Cohen et al., 2000; Cohen et al., 2002; Dehaene et al., 2002; Gauthier et al., 2000; Puce et al., 1996), a region that was clearly spared in patient C.Z. Finally, the patient showed residual activations at the normal coordinates of the VWFA.

Considering that the VWFA itself was spared, we propose that the reading deficit resulted from its deafferentation from visual input. As visible on Figure 1, the left occipital lobe and the occipito-temporal white matter were extensively removed, including callosal connexions, depriving the remaining fusiform gyrus of input connections from both left- and right-hemispheric lower-level visual cortex (Catani et al., 2003). Indeed, the patient’s white matter lesion encompassed and far exceeded the typical callosal lesion responsible for alexia in the left visual hemifield (Suzuki et al., 1998). In such cases, deafferentation of the VWFA from right-hemispheric input was demonstrated by a reduced activation by left-sided as compared to right-sided words (Cohen et al., 2000; Cohen et al., 2003). Moreover, the interhemispheric pathway critically involved in hemialexia, as delineated using diffusion tensor imaging, falls within the region that was resected in the present case (Molko et al., 2002). As a point of history, one may note that the original alexic patient reported by Dejerine (1892) also had an intact mid-fusiform cortex, while the lesion affected the underlying white matter (Dejerine, 1895).

Role of residual left fusiform activations
Although patient C.Z.’s VWFA was deprived of visual input, it was significantly activated during the imaging experiment. However, those activations were much weaker than their right-hemispheric counterpart, due to cortical excision and to the disconnection of remaining cortex. Their functional meaning remains unclear. It should be stressed that C.Z.’s pattern of alexia was perfectly indistinguishable from other more common patients with cortical damage actually destroying the fusiform cortex, like for instance patients reported by Cohen et al. (2003) This demonstrates that the preservation of an intact but deafferented fusiform cortex makes no difference as regards reading performance. It thus seems safe to conclude that the patient’s VWFA played no causal role in letter-by-letter reading.

The residual activation of the VWFA probably resulted from top-down influences reaching the VWFA through preserved long-distance and U-shaped association fibers. Indeed ventral
areas devoted to object recognition can be activated in the absence of visual input during mental imagery (O’Craven and Kanwisher, 2000). Patient C.Z. was excellent in tasks of mental imagery involving letter shapes, an ability to which the VWFA possibly contributed (for an opposite case see Bartolomeo et al., 2002). There is also evidence that infero-temporal regions can receive top-down activation by auditory words, whenever orthographic processing is required. Thus Burton et al. (2000) observed a left infero-temporal activation (TC -58, -56, -8) when subjects performed same-different judgments on spoken syllables, only when they had to extract the first phoneme of the syllable, but not when their decision was based on the syllable as a whole. The former task is not within the reach of illiterate subjects, and requires reading-dependent phonological awareness (Morais and Kolinsky, 1994). Similarly, Booth et al. (2002; 2003) observed an activation of the left VWFA (TC -45, -57, -12) when subjects engaged in a spelling task on auditory words, but not when they performed a rhyming task on the same stimuli. It is an open question whether the residual activations of the patient’s VWFA could be modulated by such task manipulations.

In summary, patient C.Z.’s VWFA was anatomically spared, but deafferented of all visual input, explaining the occurrence of pure alexia. Residual top-down activations were observed in the VWFA, but they probably played no actual role in letter-by-letter reading.

**The mechanisms of letter-by-letter reading**

One may a priori assume that efficient letter-by-letter reading requires the cooperation of a letter identification device, presumably located in the ventral visual stream, and of a verbal working memory network in charge of combining letters and of accessing word identity, presumably involving left-hemispheric perisylvian fronto-parietal structures. The functional imaging study of patient C.Z. allowed us to flesh out these hypotheses, which will be discussed in turn.

**Letter identification and the right occipito-temporal cortex**

We argued that although the VWFA itself was spared by the resection, it was deprived of any visual input and probably played no causal role in letter-by-letter reading. The right-sided occipitotemporal cortex, including the R-VWFA, appears as a likely substitute for the purpose of identifying visual letters. There is indeed convergent evidence that the right hemisphere is able to identify letters, from studies of split-brain patients (Baynes and Eliassen, 1998), patients with left hemispherectomy (Patterson et al., 1989), or deep dyslexia from large left-sided lesions (Coltheart, 1980). Furthermore, the residual reading abilities of pure alexic
patients may be lost following disruption of right occipito-temporal systems, either following a subsequent right-sided lesion (Bartolomeo et al., 1998), or by means of transcranial magnetic stimulation (Coslett and Monsul, 1994).

Regarding the specific involvement of the R-VWFA, our hypothesis is supported by the abnormal pattern of activation of this region observed in patient C.Z. First, the R-VWFA was activated 3 times more strongly by alphabetic stimuli relative to rest than the VWFA proper, while activations are roughly symmetrical in normal subjects. Second, the R-VWFA and more posterior right fusiform cortex were more activated by alphabetic stimuli than by chequerboards, a key functional feature of the normal VWFA. This pattern was similar to what was observed in another letter-by-letter reader (Cohen et al., 2003). That the R-VWFA should take up letter identification probably does not imply a thorough modification of its functional properties. Indeed, in the protocol used with patient C.Z., normal controls, the R-VWFA is activated by alphabetic stimuli relative to fixation with almost the same strength as the VWFA. This suggests that, in the right hemisphere also, letters are encoded in high-level ventral visual cortex devoted to object recognition. A left-hemispheric predominance emerges most clearly when contrasting letter strings vs higher-level visual controls such as chequerboards (Cohen et al., 2002), textures (Puce et al., 1996), faces (Gauthier et al., 2000; Puce et al., 1996), buildings (Hasson et al., 2002), or pseudoletters (Price et al., 1996). Some of the specificities of the VWFA as compared to the R-VWFA may be that the VWFA builds up a representation of letter strings more invariant for changes of case (Dehaene et al., in press; Dehaene et al., 2001; see also Koutstaal et al., 2001) and of spatial position (Cohen et al., 2000; Cohen et al., 2002; Hasson et al., 2002), and is more selectively tuned to alphabetic stimuli than to other types of objects (Hasson et al., 2003).

Hence one may expect that the substitution of the VWFA by the right-hemispheric structures should not be perfect. This may explain the patient’s abnormal performance in demanding letter processing tasks, particularly in the cross-case matching task with fast stimulus presentation. If indeed the VWFA is the key system for computing the equivalence between upper- and lower-case letters (Dehaene et al., 2001; Polk and Farah, 2002), its disruption is likely to make the task difficult, as in C.Z., or even impossible in other alexic patients (Chanoine et al., 1998; Miozzo and Caramazza, 1998).
In addition to the right fusiform, the right primary visual cortex emerged as a likely component of letter-by-letter reading in patient C.Z. Contrary to what prevails in normal controls, early visual cortices were activated more strongly by words, which require letter-by-letter reading, than by consonant strings, which the patient could rapidly pick out. A number of imaging studies have shown that attentional control modulates the activation of the primary visual cortex (for a review see Pessoa et al., 2003). Thus attended stimuli elicit stronger activations in striate and extrastriate cortex than non-attended stimuli (Muller et al., 2003; Somers et al., 1999). Attentional amplification was also evidenced in patients with visual extinction, in whom consciously perceived stimuli elicited stronger activations than extinguished stimuli in the fusiform gyrus but also in the primary visual cortex (TC 8 –94 0) (Vuilleumier et al., 2001). It may be relevant to reading that when multiple object are presented simultaneously, they exert mutual inhibition, resulting in decreased visual activations relative to sequential presentation (Kastner et al., 1998). However, directing attention towards one of the stimuli compensates this reduction of activity. Similarly, one may speculate that the mutual inhibition among simultaneously displayed letters is compensated by successively attending to the letters in the stimulus word, explaining increased activations during letter-by-letter reading. Finally, the increased occipital activation may also reflect the contribution of early visual cortex to the storage of visual information in working memory during letter-by-letter reading (Super et al., 2001).

**Verbal working memory and the left perisylvian cortex**

A central component of letter-by-letter reading is the piecemeal assembly and identification of the target word, based on the serial recognition of letters. This may require a variety of operations, such as the storage in short term memory of an increasing set of letters, their phonological recoding, their combination into larger units, repeated access to the lexicon, etc. Accordingly, patient C.Z. showed stronger than normal activations in areas related to language and verbal working memory: Broca’s area, the left SMG, mesial and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (for reviews of activations see Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000; D'Esposito et al., 2000), in agreement with Cohen et al. (2003). For instance, using tasks involving the maintenance and manipulation of letter strings, Postle et al. (1999) found ventral and dorsal prefrontal and left SMG activations closely matching those observed in patient C.Z. during letter-by-letter reading. Those areas showed differential sensitivity to memory load and to the complexity of manipulations in working memory, pointing to distinct and interacting functional roles (see also Gruber and von Cramon, 2003).
Interhemispheric connections
If the network subtending letter-by-letter reading is distributed across the two hemispheres, its operation requires spared interhemispheric connections, to ensure the transfer of letter identities from the RH to the LH. It has been proposed that in alexic patients with an additional callosal lesion, this transfer is impeded, yielding global alexia rather than letter-by-letter reading (Binder and Mohr, 1992; Cohen et al., 2003). Therefore it seems surprising that patient C.Z. could read letter-by-letter despite the resection of her posterior callosal connections (Figure 1). The case of patient C.Z. is indeed inconsistent with Binder and Mohr’s (1992) conclusion. These authors isolated the white matter above the posterior ventricular horn as the critical interhemispheric pathway allowing letter-by-letter reading, a region which had been removed in patient C.Z.

To gain some clarification on this issue, one may distinguish three types of interhemispheric communication involved in normal reading and in alexia. First, normal reading of letter displayed in the LVF is based on projections from right-sided visual cortex such as V4 toward the VWFA in the left fusiform gyrus. Lesion data and diffusion tensor imaging indicates that this pathway goes through the splenium of the corpus callosum, possibly its most ventral segment (Suzuki et al., 1998), and over the lateral ventricles (Molko et al., 2002). Severing those connections yields alexia in the LVF. Second, we propose that during letter-by-letter reading, the R-VWFA communicates the outcome of letter identification to the LH language system through a pathway whose anatomical substrate is not precisely defined. Severing those connections should prevent letter-by-letter reading in alexic patients. It is plausible that such connexions are more anterior than those projecting to the VWFA, as they connect more anterior regions. Such heterotopic callosal connections have been evidenced by Di Virgilio and Clarke (1997), who studied the brain of a prosopagnosic patient with a right occipito-temporal lesion overlapping with the R-VWFA. They showed that monosynaptic projection from this region reach language areas in the LH, including Broca’s area, Wernicke’s area and the inferior parietal lobule. Such connections could be involved in the transfer of letter identities across hemispheres. However, their exact trajectory in the callosum and the hemispheric white matter is not known. Third, there are indications that semantic information can be transferred from the right to the left hemisphere through the anterior half of the corpus callosum. This pathway allows for the indirect naming of words displayed to the RH, at least in subjects whose RH can access the meaning of printed words or numbers (Cohen and Dehaene, 1996; Gazzaniga, 2000; Sidtis et al., 1981). It is possible that the strategic transfer...
of letter identites across hemispheres during letter-by-letter reading can use a variety of more or less anterior anatomical pathways, and thus adapt to a variety of callosal lesions. Future research combining diffusion tensor and functional imaging may help delineate the anatomical substrates of those different types of interhemispheric exchange (Catani et al., 2003; Molko et al., 2002).

**Residual parallel letter perception?**

Although the focus of the present study was on letter-by-letter reading, we conclude by briefly discussing the open issue of residual parallel letter processing in pure alexia. In the initial behavioural study, we observed that patient C.Z. performed quite well when asked to discriminate words from consonant strings, responding even faster than when reading aloud a single letter. There were some suggestions that the detection of consonant strings was based on parallel letter processing: Response latencies were short, independent of stimulus length, and the patient could detect consonant clusters located at the end of flashed words, i.e. beyond the scope of letter-by-letter reading. Indeed a number of studies are indicative of parallel perception in implicit reading tasks in pure alexic patients. Implicit reading has been documented using lexical decision, semantic decision, or word superiority effect in letter detection (for reviews see Arguin et al., 1998; Coslett and Saffran, 1998). The performance of alexic patients in those tasks do not result from letter-by-letter reading, a strategy which must even be carefully prevented to allow implicit reading to emerge (Coslett et al., 1993). Accordingly, whenever word length was studied, no influence of this parameter on lexical decision was found (Bub and Arguin, 1995; Coslett and Saffran, 1989). Similarly, briefly displayed masked words, although they escaped explicit report, primed subsequent targets in an alexic patient. Importantly, the priming effect seemed to depend on the entire prime word, including its final letters (Bowers et al., 1996). In brief, there are limited but consistent indications that implicit reading relies on parallel letter processing, as exemplified by patient C.Z.’s ability to detect consonant strings.

The cerebral mechanisms of such parallel perception in alexic patients is currently unknown. One hypothesis is that the intact RH visual system, presumably including the R-VWFA, can identify several letters in parallel. However, the subsequent processing of those letters would depend on the current task demands (Cohen and Dehaene, 1995; Coslett et al., 1993). When the only requirement is to pick out unfamiliar consonant strings, the RH could achieve the perceptual decision and trigger the response, with no need to convey to the LH the identity of
individual letters. In contrast, when patients are engaged in explicit letter-by-letter reading, letters enter the internal spelling process only one at a time, maybe due to the attentional scanning of the stimulus, to the code used for the inter-hemispheric transfer of letter, to capacity limitations affecting this transfer, or to the incremental word recognition carried out by the LH. Those speculative hypotheses are compatible with the substantial network of activations observed in the patient’s RH, but should be assessed in the future with specifically tailored experimental designs.
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**Figure captions**

**Figure 1:** Normalized T1-weighted MRI of patient C.Z., showing the surgical resection of most of the left occipital lobe including the left half of the splenium, the posterior hemispheric white matter, the hippocampal and parahippocampal gyri. The white arrowhead points to the spared mid-fusiform cortex.

**Figure 2:** Patient C.Z.’s correct response latencies in the initial word reading test (triangles), in word reading at the time of the imaging experiment (solid squares), and in lexical decision (real words: crosses; consonant strings: open squares). She showed a letter-by-letter reading pattern, with a slope of 1181 ms per letter. In contrast, she could discriminate real words from consonant strings rapidly and with no effect of length.

**Figure 3:** **Top:** General reading network as revealed by the contrast of alphabetic stimuli vs fixation, overlaid on a 3D render of the patient’s brain. **Bottom:** Percent change in BOLD signal relative to fixation in selected occipito-temporal voxels. Histogram bars correspond to chequerboards, alphabetic stimuli, consonant strings, and real words, respectively. Except for the right posterior occipital cluster, all regions showed a stronger activation for alphabetic stimuli than for chequerboards. Contrary to the normal pattern, activations were about 3 times stronger in the right than in the left hemisphere, and the R-VWFA showed stronger activations for alphabetic stimuli than for chequerboards.

**Figure 4:** **Top:** Right occipital, predominantly left frontal, and left parietal regions activated by words vs consonant strings, and associated with letter-by-letter reading. **Middle:** The same regions are found when comparing activations by words vs consonant in the patient relative to normal controls. Note that right occipital activations are visible on the left lateral view due to the resection of the left occipital pole. **Bottom:** Percent change in BOLD signal relative to fixation in selected voxels with stronger activation for words than for consonants.

**Figure 5:** Patient C.Z.’s lesion was just mesial to the left fusiform gyrus, thus sparing the VWFA, as identified by its activation in normal controls (left), by its residual activation in patient C.Z. (middle), and by the overlap of cortical lesions in patients with pure alexia (right; Cohen et al., 2003).
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